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Supplies
Cake Supplies
• Gum Paste (I used Nicholas
Lodge’s recipe.)
• Wilton® Lemon Yellow, Golden
Yellow, and Moss Green Gel Color
• AmeriColor™ Chocolate Brown
• Sunflower Center Mold
• Sunflower Petal and Leaf Veiners
• Sunflower Cutter
• Sunflower Calyx Cutter or Small
Dahlia Cutter
• Serrated Leaf Cutter, Medium

Growing up in Kansas, I have a special fondness
for sunflowers. Not only are they bright and
cheerful, but they always remind me of home
and being with family. But since I only have a
green thumb when coloring paste, I’m better off
sticking to gum paste flowers in cake flower pots.
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• 18 and 22 gauge Green Wires
• Light Green Floral Tape
• Sunflower, Prairie Green and
Apple Green Petal Dust
• Ground Coffee (for Pollen)
• Brushes
• Small Scissors or Spring
Action Scissors
• Fine Tweezers
• Small Cosmetic Sponge
• Dresden Tool/Veining Tool
• Large Balling Tool or Medium Pin
• Small Rolling Pin
• Foam Flower Pad/Celpad
• All-In-One/Grooved Board/Leaf
Center Veiner Board
• Multi-Purpose Former
• Aluminum Foil
• Steamer
• Edible Spray Lacquer or
Confectioner’s Glaze
• Wire Cutters and Needle
Nose Pliers

Sunflower Center:
Step 1: Cut three full length 18-gauge wires in half, creating six wires. *Start
taping ¾ inch from the top, using full-width light green floral tape. Bend the
un-taped wires at an angle creating an umbrella shape. (*If making the flower
for a cake you will want to use six full length wires and then cut them to the
length necessary for the height of your cake.)
Step 2: Take light brown 50/50 paste (half gum paste and half fondant), size
No.15 or approximately 40 grams of paste, and press firmly into the sunflower
center mold. Press from the edge of the mold to the center to create a slight
dome or muffin top. Paint the un-taped wires with egg white and insert into
the center of the dome, twist slightly to set. Using your fingers or the Dresden
tool, smooth the paste over the wires. (This doesn’t have to be perfect; it will be
covered by the flower petals.) Remove from mould.
Step 3: Using the small scissors, go around the edge, making small snips.
Step 4: At the edge of the table, tilt the stem so that you can press the Dresden
tool on each snip to flatten it slightly on the soft side of your flower pad. Allow
to dry for 2-3 hours.
Article continues on the next page.
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Step 5: Mix a small amount of
AmeriColor™ Chocolate Brown with
vodka. Gently paint the center and
small “petals,” being careful not to paint
beyond the edge. (This will smear if
you paint onto the back of the center
when you attach the yellow petals with
egg white later.)
Step 6: While still damp, sprinkle with
ground coffee. Allow to dry overnight.
Petals:
Step 7: Roll out yellow gum paste
(Wilton® Lemon + Wilton® Golden
Yellow) and run it through a pasta
machine on setting #4. Cut paste to size
of the Sunflower Cutter; then lay paste
on top of cutter. Roll over with small
rolling pin. (This will give you a cleaner,
better cut on such a large cutter, rather
than just pressing the cutter into the
paste.) Remove excess paste by pulling
down and away from cutter.
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Step 8: Place on firm side of a Celpad
and then using the raised side of the
veiner, press into each petal.
Step 9: Turn the pad to the soft side.
Place the veined side of the paste down
and soften the edges using the large ball
tool or medium pin to give the petals a
more natural look.
Step 10: Turn back over (veined side
up now), and using the veining tool,
slightly indent and pinch the point of
each petal.
Step 11: Place under a bowl or inside a
plastic bag while two more are made.
Step 12: Once all of the petals are
completed, assembly can begin. Take
a piece of foil and fold in half twice
to create an approximately 7x7 inch
square. Press this over a 2 inch
Styrofoam™ ball cut in half or a 2 inch
half-ball mold to create a former for
your flower. Place first layer of petals on the
soft foam and brush the center with egg
white. Take second layer and place in
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such a way that the petals are NOT centered, but slightly
off center to allow space for the third layer to be added.
Step 13: Brush the center with egg white and add the third
layer, filling in the gaps left by second layer.
Step 14: Using a small rolling pin, press in center of petals
to ensure they are all attached.
Step 15: Brush pre-dried center with egg white, being
careful not to moisten painted area. Thread wires thru
center of petals, turn over and press gently to firmly attach
to center. Mould around base to secure to wires.
Step 16: Thread wires through foil former and adjust edges
to cradle petals. Add small foam bits under some of the
petals to create a more natural look. Place on wire rack
or secure foil with large paper clip to dry for 3-4 hours
(depending on humidity). Remove foil and hang upside
down to finish drying. (Let dry 8 hours or overnight for
best results.)
Calyx:
Step 17: Roll out pale Wilton® Moss Green gum paste
and run through a pasta machine on #4. Cut out three
calyxes with the Sunflower Calyx cutter or the smallest of
the three Dahlia cutter set.
Step 18: Place two under your plastic flap while you use
the Dresden tool to work each point of the calyx. Place
under a small bowl and repeat with the other two.
Step 19: Once all three have been done, place one on the
foam and brush the center with egg white. Place second
Article continues on the next page.

calyx as was done with the petals, points slightly off to one
side (not in the center). Brush center with egg white and
add the third calyx to fill the gaps left between the first and
second calyx. Press the center with the large ball tool or the
medium pin to secure.
Step 20: Brush the center of the calyx with egg white.
Thread the wires of the flower thru the center of the
layered calyx and press onto the back of the petals.
Mold base around wires. Add small bits of foam to
improve shape of calyx.
Leaves:
Step 21: Roll out pale Wilton® Moss Green gum paste
(#13 size ball) onto the longer groove on your veiner board.
Remove paste and with ridge side up, cut out a serrated
leaf. (For this project, I used the medium sized serrated
leaf cutter, but it is also available in small and large.) Place
leaf on foam pad and gently insert a 22-gauge wire that has
been dipped in egg white, about halfway up leaf. Mould
paste to wire.
Step 22: Place leaf (still ridge side up) onto Sunflower Leaf
Veiner and press firmly with cosmetic sponge, being careful
of wire.
Step 23: Place on soft side of flower pad and soften the
edges using the large ball tool or medium pin, moving from
base of leaf to tip to better maintain serrated edge on leaf.
Turn leaf over, and while holding, hollow base with veiner
at base of leaf.
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Step 24: Fold gently to form a slight “taco” shape and dry
on multi-purpose former.
Coloring:
Step 25: Flower—Brush the edges of the petals with
Sunflower petal dust. Prairie Green should be brushed
on the petals around the center, from the center out and
around the calyx, from the calyx out. Dust the calyx with
Apple Green. Steam to set the color, being careful not
to steam the coffee/pollen as it could create actual coffee
which could possibly run onto your petals.
Step 26: Leaves—Using half-width light green floral tape,
cover about 2 inches of the wire, taping up and down a
total of 5 passes to thicken the stems. Brush each leaf all
over with Apple Green. Highlight the main veins with
Sunflower using a flat brush. Steam to set the colors.
Paint with confectioner’s glaze mixed with grain alcohol
or spray with edible lacquer.
Step 27: When adding leaves to the sunflower stem, you
will want to thicken it as well. Sunflowers have thick
stems to support the weight of the flower. To do this, cut
a small rectangle of paper towel, approximately 2½" x 5".
Wrap this around the stem; then hold in place with tightly
wrapped light green floral tape. Add two leaves, then
another small piece of paper towel (1" x 5"), and continue
taping as before, adding two more leaves and another small
piece of paper towel (sized to fit only part of stem which
will show). Brush stem with Apple Green and spray with
edible lacquer (carefully avoiding flower).

“dirt” inside the pot. Crush chocolate sandwich cookies
(I used 8 cookies in my food processor and had plenty).
Sprinkle onto icing, pressing gently to help stick them
down. Using a mould, I added a decorative piece on the
front to add a little flair to my flower pot.
Cut a drinking straw approximately the height of the
cake (first making sure your stem fits inside). Gently but
firmly press into center of cake flower pot. Check height
of flower against height of cake and adjust wire/stem
length as needed. Insert into straw and hide straw with
cookie “dirt.”
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Cake:
Step 28: I started with three 6-inch rounds. For my flower
pot, I cut one cardboard circle 5½ inches in diameter and
a second circle 3⅔ inches in diameter. I measured an
actual clay pot, then tried to keep the ratio of the
proportions the same, but slightly larger. You don’t
necessarily have to be so exact. Beginning with a chilled
cake, I trimmed all three layers to the size of the larger
circle and then iced between the layers as usual.
Step 29: Place the larger circle under the three tiers and the
smaller circle on top. Use these as guides to gradually trim
your cake layers to create an upside down flower pot.
Step 30: Ice as usual and cover with Wilton® Copper
colored fondant. Turn over onto your base board and ice
the top. Roll out a strip of fondant approximately 1½
inches wide and long enough to go around the top of your
flower pot. Attach this so that a small edge is formed,
slightly higher than the cake, to keep your chocolate cookie
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This as well as other
techniques and color
options are available
on Nicholas Lodge's
Craftsy class:
"Sweet Seasons:
Summer Sunflower."

